
Jose Duarte
Del Taco/Tustin
Employee ID:
General Manager:Sara

Del Taco Uniform:
• Del Taco Promo Shirt
• Del Taco Cap
• Del Taco Name Tag
• Black Pants
• Black Belt
• Black Socks
• Non Slip Shoes

Special Instructions:

 Managers need the coach to be actively supporting the participant. Coach should greet customers, be smiling and provide
great customer service as well.

 Participant and coach should NEVER pass through the kitchen area with any kind of chemicals. (Sanitizer bucket, sprays,
mop bucket,etc).

 Del Taco restrooms open witha button by the register. Jose knows how.

Areas Of Improvement:

 Jose needs lots of motivation! He responds well to fist bumps and high fives. Always smile and be positive with him.

 Customer service. When Jose is providing customer service, he should speak slowly and clearly. He may speak in incomplete
sentences. Help him sound his words and always speak in complete sentences.

 Speed. Jose will get comfortable and work slower if there is no motivation. Set the pace by making it a race! Make it fun he will
push himself! PRAISE HIM FOR WINNING AND WORKING FAST!

 Jose should respond with “My pleasure” not “you’re Welcome.” when attending to customers.

Tasks

 Jose clocks in with Employee ID.

 Jose must greet Managers and his coworkers!

 Lobby. This is Jose priority! He should be checking the lobby every 10 minutes. He cleans the tables, sweeps the floor,
cleans the soda machine, stocks all salsa packets, salt/pepper, sugars, straws and lids. THIS INCLUDES ALWAYS
PROVIDING BEST CUSTOMER SERVICE!

 Lobby Tables. Del Taco provides 2 versions of sanitation chemicals. One is a YELLOW disinfectant spray bottle and the
other is a RED bucket with sanitizer water (from sink). Participant should use the YELLOW spray directly on the folded pink
towel to clean the table. Afterwards he rinses the pink towel in the RED sanitation bucket, he must rinse for every table.

 Trash lids. Jose quickly cleans the tops of the trash with YELLOW spray bottle and BROWN paper towels. DO NOT use the
same pink sanitizer towels that were used on tables.

 Soda Machine. Jose should check the soda machine is clean from soda spills, he may use the same pink towels that he used
on tables. He should then check/stock all salsa and seasoning packets. Salsa packets located under the register. *if
customers leave clean unused salsa packets on tables, Manager does not want them thrown away. Return to salsa packet
area.

 Sweeping. Jose must use the GREEN broom for the lobby. Coach and participant should NEVER pick up anything off the
ground with hands. Only use broom to sweep up trash. Starting from the left side of the store, Jose should be sweeping in a
“snake” route around the tables. He may also take black floor mats outside to clean as well.

 Windows. Jose will use the same YELLOW disinfectant spray and paper towel roll to clean windows and glass doors. Make
sure there are no fingerprints on glass.



 Check Lobby and provide customer service! Jose should be greeting guests, collecting their trays, and providing guests with
anything they need. Make sure he is making eye contact!

 Dishes. Jose may wash dishes as dishes will pile high. Make sure he fills each sink according to the fill line labeled on sinks.
He wears an apron and gloves. Jose should take no more than 10 minutes as he needs to check the lobby immediately for
lunch rush. SO RACE HIM to wash quickly! When all dishes are cleaned and put away, leave sink area clean.

 Check Lobby and provide customer service! Jose should be greeting guests, collecting their trays, and providing guests with
anything they need. Make sure he is making eye contact and smiling!

 Restrooms. To clean restrooms Jose needs *Gloves,, *GREEN broom/dustpan, *brown paper towel roll, *RED Label restroom
cleaner, *small trash bag roll, *large trash bag roll, *GREEN mop and *GREEN mop bucket. He fills it with *floor cleaner from
mop sink.

 For each restroom Jose sweeps, cleans the urinal, toilet, sink, hand rails, mops and finally take out trash. Trash from the
restrooms is very little, so he should throw both bags in an outside trash bin. Jose should then put restroom cleaning items
away, except for mop/mop bucket. He will be using this to mop lobby area soon.

 Trash. Jose needs to wear gloves! He also needs Large/Small roll of trash bags. Abraham needs to take out and restock (2
bags per bin) all trash in lobby and parking lot. Take trash to dumpster. He is also responsible for breaking down the boxes.

 Final Lobby check. Make sure Jose provides customer service, all tables and soda machine are clean, all salsa packets
stocked and floor is swept. On final lobby check, Jose must mop the floor using the same mop bucket he used for restrooms.
Make sure he lays out the YELLOW CAUTION SIGNS FIRST then start mopping in the same “snake” route as sweeping.

 If Jose still has a couple minutes prior to clocking out, check the back room to throw away any additional boxes/trash.

 Jose must find his manager and ask if there is anything else he needs to do, then ask if he may clock out. Make sure he
makes eye contact and say, “Thank You!” when his manager grants him permission.

 Jose should say goodbye to staff and manager.




